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Design and Analysis of Power-CMOS-Gate-Based
Switched-Capacitor Boost DC–AC Inverter

Yuen-Haw Chang

Abstract—A multistage power CMOS-transmission-gate-based
(CMOS-TG) quasi-switched-capacitor (QSC) boost dc–ac in-
verter is proposed and integrated with a boost dc–dc converter
for a step-up application with ac or dc load. In this paper, using
CMOS-TG as a bidirectional switch, the various topologies can be
integrated in the same configuration for achieving two functions:
boosting and alternating; boosting for getting a sinusoidal output
in which the peak is the result of a many times step-up of the
input; alternating to realize the positive/negative half sinusoidal of
the output. The inverter does not require any inductive elements
as inductor and transformer, so integrated circuit (IC) fabrica-
tion will be promising for realization. By using the state-space
averaging technique, the large-signal state-space model of the in-
verter is proposed, and then both the static analysis and dynamic
small-signal analysis are derived to form a unified formulation for
inverter/converter. Based on this formulation, there are presented
for theoretical analysis/control design, including steady-state
power, conversion efficiency, voltage conversion ratio, output
ripple percentage, capacitance selection, closed-loop control and
stability, and total harmonic distortion (THD), etc. Finally, a
six-stage QSC boost dc–ac inverter is simulated by PSPICE,
and the simulations are discussed for some cases, including: 1)
steady-state ac output, ripple percentage, and power efficiency; 2)
transient response of the regulated inverter for load variation; 3) a
practical capacitive load: electromagnetic luminescent (EL) lamp,
and 4) efficiency, ripple percentage, and THD for different loads.
The results are illustrated to show the efficacy of the proposed
inverter.

Index Terms—CMOS-transmission-gate-based (CMOS-TG),
quasi-switched-capacitor (QSC), boost DC–AC inverter,
state-space averaging technique, total harmonic distortion (THD).

I. INTRODUCTION

WITH the coming of mobile-commerce generation,
various portable electronic equipments have been

produced and easily available, for example, PDA, notebook,
cellular phone, digital camera, pager, e-book etc. Such
products emphasize some specific characteristics, for example,
mobile convenience, integrated communication function, small
volume, light weight, long-time high efficiency, and various
sources (dc–dc/dc–ac). Recently, the portable systems always
ask an increasing demand for a new dc–ac inverter module with
small volume, light weight, high power density, high power
efficiency, good regulation and reliability even if load/source
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variation happens. More researchers pay much attention to
this topic about developing a more effective converter/inverter
for step-up application with dc or ac load, for example, white
light emitting diode and electromagnetic luminescent (EL)
lamp, ultimately requiring dc–ac inverters realized on a chip by
mixed-mode VLSI technology.

The common inverter always contains the magnetic ele-
ments, and so it results in the electromagnetic interference
(EMI) problem. For avoiding the EMI effect, it is a quite excel-
lent choice to adopt a switched-capacitor (SC) circuit scheme,
containing only capacitors and transistors. Although the SC
circuits lead to efficiency problem, it is the most excellent
one of their advantages that the SC circuits do not require any
magnetic elements (inductor/transformer), so the IC fabrication
is not only promising but the EMI problem is also improved.
The idea of SC circuit has existed for nearly half a century,
and based on SC idea, Brugler suggested SC voltage multiplier
[1], and then Lin and Chua presented topological generation
and analysis of voltage multiplier [2]. The recent reinvention
is mainly to take advantage of the active MOSFET switches
for power conversion and output regulation. In 1990, the first
SC step-down dc–dc converter was successfully proposed
from Japan [3], [4]. Next, researchers followed this idea to
get more extensions, including rectifier–inverter types, even
for transient/steady-state analysis [5]–[7]. Nevertheless, some
disadvantages still existed as: 1) since it has zero input cur-
rent in the even period, such discontinuity results easily in
the EMI problem and 2) since the voltage conversion ratio is
usually predetermined by the circuit configuration, the ratio
value cannot be regulated flexibly. In 1993, Cheong, Chung
and Ioinovici suggested a new SC converter configuration,
composed of two symmetric SC cells to operate cyclically
in antiphase (charge–discharge) per cycle [8]. In the first
half-cycle, the capacitors in one SC cell are in a charging
phase by a constant voltage source, and at the same time the
capacitors in the other SC cell discharge on the load. Then, in
the second half-cycle, these two cells interchange their roles.
Using pulsewidth modulation (PWM) technique, a new dc–dc
converter followed on this idea, and then the output regulation
was achieved by duty-cycle adjustment [9]–[11]. Although
the output regulation was more flexible, some drawbacks still
existed as: 1) the discontinuity still results in the EMI problem
and 2) with duty-cycle control, a smaller output voltage always
needs a small duty cycle, but such a short duration makes
implementation more difficult.

In 1996, Chung and Ioinovici suggested a completely new
converter scheme, called quasi-switched-capacitor (QSC) step-
down converter, by using continuous input current control [12].
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Fig. 1. n-stage SC cell.

This QSC converter scheme is similar to the one proposed in
1993, i.e., the QSC converter is also composed of two sym-
metric SC cells, and the two SC cells are also working in an-
tiphase, but the most different one between them is to use a con-
stant current source (current-mode control), not to use a con-
stant voltage source as above. In this scheme, some active MOS-
FETs are working in pinch-off region, and they can be treated
as current sources (controlled by the gate–source voltage of
MOSFET), so as to increase the capacitor voltage linearly in
a charging phase, not exponentially as above. Since the input
current is constant continuously, not variant discontinuously as
above, the EMI problem is much improved. Besides, the scheme
utilizes these controlled current sources to adjust output voltage,
and it belongs to current-mode control, not duty cycle, so the
above short duration problem can be avoided. From 1999, re-
searchers were concentrated on regulation improvement and ca-
pability enhancement [13]–[19]. Henry suggested a multistage
design for improving voltage regulation and current capability
[13]. For step-down, capacitors are connected in parallel in a dis-
charging phase, and then the larger output current is produced
for the heavier load [12]. For step-up, capacitors are in series
in a discharging phase for higher output voltage [15]. In 2003,
following up these ideas, Chang proposed a CMOS-TG QSC
dc–dc converter with both step-down and step-up modes in one
unified configuration [19].

II. CONFIGURATION OF QSC BOOST DC–AC INVERTER

A. One n-Stage SC Cell Using Power CMOS-TG

Fig. 1 shows one -stage SC cell, including ca-
pacitors , and power CMOS-TG

. Each capacitor has capacitance with
equivalent series resistance (ESR) , and similarly the output
capacitor has capacitance with ESR . The CMOS-TG

are treated as bidirectional switches, con-
sisting of power PMOS and NMOS as shown in Fig. 2. The TG
is controlled by two complementary signals and . When

is at the lowest voltage of circuit, the switch is turned
off between and . Contrary, when is at the highest

Fig. 2. Power CMOS transmission gate.

voltage , the switch is in turn-on state. Here, it is notable
that the turn-on resistance of power-level CMOS-TG is
quite small and constant because both channel resistances of
pMOS and nMOS are connected in parallel (as the resistance of
one MOSFET decreases, the resistance of the other MOSFET
increases). Here, power CMOS-TG is adopted with increasing
three advantages as follows. 1) It is much helpful to integrate
step-up function of positive/negative half sinusoidal into one
circuit configuration. 2) It gets higher efficiency since the
turn-on resistance of CMOS-TG is constant and small enough
to reduce power loss. 3) Since CMOS-TG can be operated
at pretty high frequency, output ripple and THD are lessened
possibly.

B. Configuration of n-Stage QSC Boost DC–DC Converter

Based on the above SC cell, a QSC boost dc–dc converter
configuration is suggested as shown in Fig. 3, [12], [13]. The
converter is mainly composed of two SC cells in parallel be-
tween source and output , denoted by cells A and B, and
they are working cyclically in antiphase. For the first half-cycle
[as topology of Fig. 4(a)], let be in pinch-off region as a
controlled constant current source, turn off and , turn
on in triode region as a small resistor. Thus, capacitors

in cell A are linearly charged in parallel by constant
current source as circuit of Fig. 5(a). At the same time, capac-
itors in cell B are discharging in series on load
as circuit of Fig. 5(b). For the second half-cycle [as topology of
Fig. 4(b)], cells interchange their operations, and then
vice versa. So, the theoretical waveforms can be figured out as
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Fig. 3. Configuration of QSC boost dc–dc converter.

shown in Fig. 6. So, it is obvious that the duty cycle is fixed at 0.5
for each cell. With charging in parallel and discharging in series
for capacitors cyclically, the boost function can be realized
for keeping output up to ideally. In this research, such
a dc–dc scheme is employed with increasing three advantages
as follows. 1) Since QSC is adopted, input current is contin-
uous theoretically, so EMI problem is much improved. 2) Since
the inverter contains only MOSFETs and capacitors, such a uni-
form characteristic is helpful to integrated circuit (IC) fabrica-
tion and design. 3) Since two cells work complementarily, such
a constant duty cycle is useful to control design and theoretical
analysis later.

C. Configuration of n-Stage QSC Boost DC–AC Inverter

Based on the above dc–dc scheme, a new -stage QSC boost
dc–ac inverter is suggested as shown in Fig. 7, mainly con-
sisting of two -stage SC cells A/B and a set of positive/neg-
ative dc voltage sources. Comparing the inverter of Fig. 7 with
the converter of Fig. 3, the most different one between them is
to employ dc-link voltage scheme for alternating positive/nega-
tive half-sinusoidal output. Actually, a single source and an
extra full-bridge topology are also able to form a pair of positive
and negative sources. Here, for simplifying the circuit analysis
process, we presume that a set of voltage sources is available for
the moment.

For implementing ac output with frequency (output cycle
), we have two goals to do—boosting output and alter-

nating output. First, one cycle is divided into time durations
, and then the QSC boost dc–dc converter is

employed in each of two time durations. In other words, within
each of two time durations, the inverter behaves like a boost
dc–dc converter (For one time duration, when cell A is working
in a parallel-capacitor-charging phase, cell B is working in a se-
ries-capacitor-discharging phase. For the next one, cells A and
B interchange their works). Thus, in each of time duration, the
different output voltage can be boosted by the controlled current
sources (drain currents of ), where

can be used to handle positive half-sinusoidal and
are for negative half-sinusoidal. So, a staircase si-

nusoidal output can be reconstructed by such the different boost
and alternative voltage levels, and the theoretical waveforms of
inverter are shown in Fig. 8. Thus, the SC switching cycle
is taken by two times of duration , and the

relationship between switching frequency and
output frequency is derived as

(1)

In this research, the proposed QSC boost dc–ac inverter
scheme has some extra advantages as follows. 1) The switching
frequency can be flexibly selected as higher as possible, and
then it results in the bigger and the smaller duration ,
so it leads more excellent total harmonic distortion (THD). 2)
The number of stage is selected mainly relative to the times
between ac output peak voltage and source voltage. The number
of duration is selected mainly relative to the desired THD.
In this research, the values of and can be selected flexibly
and independently. Due to the independent selection, it is not
needed in our research to increase the number of stage for THD
reduction, and the result is quite different from that of [18]. So,
a smaller size and lower weight of the proposed inverter will
be realized more possibly.

III. FORMULATION OF QSC BOOST DC–AC INVERTER

In this section, a unified static analysis/dynamic small-signal
analysis of -stage QSC boost dc–ac inverter will be presented.
For simplification, all capacitors in cells are selected by
the same value: ,
so each capacitor voltage in the same cell is assumed identical,
denoted by for cells A/B respectively.

A. Formulation of n-Stage QSC Boost DC–DC Converter

First, let us look at the modeling of QSC boost dc–dc con-
verter. When cell A is working in a charging phase as Fig. 5(a),

is in pinch-off region and the capacitors in cell A are
linearly charged in parallel by drain current

, where K and are the process param-
eter and the threshold voltage of MOSFET, so

(2)

For keeping pinch-off, of MOSFET must
be larger/smaller than , so the pinch-off condition can be
derived as

(3)

At the same time, cell B is in a discharging phase as Fig. 5(b),
and is in triode region, the capacitors in cell B are dis-
charging in series on load , and the equation is

(4a)

(4b)
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Fig. 4. (a) First half-cycle topology. (b) Second half-cycle topology.

Fig. 5. (a) Topology in charging phase. (b) Topology in discharging phase.

where

(5a)

(5b)

in which represent output voltage and output ca-
pacitor voltages, respectively. By using state-space averaging
technique (the duty cycle is 0.5) and taking the average of (2)
and (4), the state-space equation of QSC boost dc–dc converter
is

(6a)

(6b)

where is the average of drain currents for cells
. When cells A/B

are working in the charging/discharging phase, the physical
operation is . When
cells A/B are in the discharging/charging phase, the operation
is . Here, it is
worthy to be concerned that drain currents
have only one direction, so the boosting function of dc–dc
conversion can be achieved, but the alternating function of
dc–ac conversion cannot be realized because there cannot
produce reverse drain current in this dc–dc scheme of Fig. 3.
So, a set of positive/negative dc-link sources is employed for
alternating conversion later.

B. Formulation of n-Stage QSC Boost DC–DC Inverter

A set of positive/negative dc-link voltage sources is em-
ployed and combined with the above dc–dc scheme, and then a
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Fig. 6. Theoretical waveforms of QSC boost dc–dc converter.

new QSC boost dc–ac inverter is proposed as shown in Fig. 7. In
the cell A of Fig. 7, there are two MOSFETs con-

nected, respectively, with positive and negative sources (
and ), and the connection of in cell B is
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Fig. 7. Configuration of QSC boost dc–ac inverter.

similar to that in cell A. When positive-half sinusoid is desired,
PMOS are working in antiphase, and the positive
currents can be produced by
based on the positive source . When negative-half sinusoid
is desired, NMOS are working in antiphase,
and the negative currents are produced by

based on the negative source . Table I
shows the scheduled timing operation between them (The same
parameters are assumed by
here). Thus, according to Fig. 7, control currents
of cells are described by

(7a)

(7b)

where it is worthy to be concerned as follows. 1) Control
currents are similar to drain currents
of the dc–dc scheme. 2) Control currents
contain both positive and negative current components

, respectively.
By applying state-space averaging technique, based on dc–dc

formulation of (6), a completely integrated state-space descrip-
tion of QSC boost dc–ac inverter can be derived as

(8a)

(8b)

where

(9a)

(9b)

(9c)

TABLE I
TIMING OPERATION OF QSC MOSFETS (f(v) = K � [v � V ] )

(9d)

(9e)

(9f)

where represents the averaging value of the control cur-
rents of cells A and B as

(10)
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Fig. 8. Theoretical waveforms of QSC boost dc–ac inverter.

Here, it is found by analogy that is similar to the aver-
aging drain current of the dc–dc scheme. But, since is

composed of , which are with positive or negative
components, is a bidirectional current so that the scheme
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TABLE II
SIMPLIFIED TIMING OPERATION OF QSC MOSFETS

is able to realize the alternative conversion. Besides, if is
operated in single direction, then the boost dc–ac description of
(8) shows the behavior of boost dc–dc converter as (6).

C. Static and Dynamic Analysis of Boost DC–AC Inverter

For static and dynamic analysis, all voltages and currents
of (8) are composed of two parts: static signals and dynamic
signals

where represent the average signals
within one time duration, and indicate
the dynamic signals within one time duration. In other words,

can be treated as static operating
signals within one time duration, and
are regarded as dynamic small signals within one time duration.
First, for static analysis, by substituting of (8), static
output voltage and output current can be derived as

• Static operating output analysis:

(11a)

(11b)

Here, it is notable that both output voltage and cur-
rent are functional relations with static control cur-
rent (current-mode control), not directly affected by
source voltage theoretically. In other words, when
is decreasing a little, and cannot be affected immedi-
ately, and it is the reason that is not directly connected
to load in any phase as Fig. 4(a) and (b), so the vari-
ation of will not make immediate influence on .
That is one of advantages: it could have better robustness
against source variation or noise.

For simplification, let us take a new cell capacitor
voltage , and it also
includes two parts: static operating signal and dynamic
small signal as . Substituting output
matrix , static cell capacitor voltage and output
capacitor voltage can be also obtained as

(12a)

(12b)

Next, let’s derive the formulation for dynamic anal-
ysis. Around one static operating point, following by using
the small-signal analysis, the dynamic small-signal state-
space equation of QSC boost dc–ac inverter/dc–dc con-
verter can be easily presented in (13), and consequently
their small-signal transfer function can be also suggested
in (14):

• Dynamic small-signal state-space expression:

(13a)

(13b)

• Dynamic small-signal transfer function expression:

(14)

Here, the small-signal open-loop model of the inverter
has been presented as the above two forms, and then some
compensation techniques can be applied, for example,
state feedback or proportional compensation, to form a
closed-loop feedback inverter system for more excellent
performance.

IV. DESIGN AND ANALYSIS OF QSC BOOST DC–AC INVERTER

A. Output Power and Power Conversion Efficiency

According to Fig. 8, input currents through sources
show positive/negative half-sinusoidal waveforms,

respectively, and the average values of them can be expressed
by: ( is the ac maximum peak
value of ). Here, it must be under infinite that com-
plete half-sinusoidal of the input current exists. Actually, if the
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switching frequency is selected much larger than output fre-
quency , then is regarded as almost infinite. So, the steady-
state input power of the inverter is

(15)

According to the topology as Fig. 7, the maximum value
of control currents is obviously identical to the
maximum value of input currents . Then, based
on (11b), the relationship can be obtained as
( is the ac maximum peak value of output current). So, the
steady-state output power of the inverter is estimated as

(16)

where is the magnitude of ac output voltage, and it also
represents the maximum value of boost output levels in all time
durations. In addition, is also regulated by control current

based on (11a). With (15) and (16), the power conversion
efficiency can be derived as

(17)

where represents the boost voltage conversion
ratio, and it can be also regulated by control current . So,
efficiency increases with increasing voltage conversion ratio

. Due to -stage scheme employed, the ratio is not larger
than , so the maximum value of power efficiency can only be
smaller than 78.5% theoretically, i.e., %.

B. Maximum Voltage Conversion Ratio and Maximum Power
Efficiency

From the above discussion, output voltage and current
are not directly affected by source . However, due to the nat-
ural drop of , it’s more and more difficult to keep QS MOS-
FETs in pinch-off region, so it makes the limitation of control
current , and then it will indirectly affect and . So,
substituting of (12a) into pinch-off condition of (3), the lim-
itation of control current can be derived as

(18)

When is decreasing, the limitation of is also decreasing,
so the range of output voltage and current are affected
indirectly. Besides, the limitation of must be still required
within the safe drain current of MOSFET. If not to do so,
then maybe it makes the MOSFET burned out. Based on (11b),
(16), and (18), the maximum output power is

(19)

For analyzing the maximum power efficiency, substituting (11a)
, (11b), and (12a) into (3), the maximum voltage conversion
ratio is

(20)

Combining (17) and (20), the maximum power conversion effi-
ciency can be derived as

(21)

If discussed in ideal case, the parasitic elements, like CMOS
turn-on resistance and capacitor ESR , are small enough
to be neglected almost, then the maximum voltage conversion
ratio of (20) is closed to , and so the maximum power
efficiency of (21) is also near to 78.5%.

C. Output Voltage Ripple Percentage and Total Capacitance
Selection

Within two time durations, i.e., in one switching cycle
, the dc–ac inverter shows the behavior of the dc–dc con-

verter. So, within one switching cycle, the voltage waveforms
are quite similar to those of Fig. 6. In Fig. 6, output voltage
is decaying exponentially within each half-cycle repeatedly, and
it can be described as

(22)

where the maximum/minimum value of output voltage in
one time duration is denoted by , i.e.,

, in which repre-
sents the series-capacitor-discharging time constant as

(23)

In Fig. 6, the variation of output voltage in one time duration
can be defined as

(24)

By using (22), static average output voltage within one time
duration can be computed as

(25)

The voltage ripple percentage can be defined and presented as

%

(26)
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Fig. 9. Scheduled timing driver.

Fig. 10. Block diagram for static analysis.

where the total capacitance is defined as .
The ripple percentage rp is increasing while the load is heavier,
but it can be improved with increasing switching frequency
and total capacitance . When the inverter is working in the
unloaded case , the ripple percentage will be al-
most near to zero. Obviously, if the maximum tolerant ripple
percentage is specified, based on (26), then the lower bound
of total capacitance can be estimated as

(27)

D. Closed-Loop Control and Stability of QSC Inverter

According to the waveforms of Fig. 8, the re-
lationship between control currents and voltages
( and

) can be planned and scheduled for different two phases
and two half-sinusoidal output, and then the result is shown
in Table I as QSC boost dc–ac timing schedule. Here, for
simplification of control design, according to Table I, four control
voltages can be integrated and
determined by a new control voltage variable for different
timing intervals, and their relationship is shown in Table II, where

will be basically composed of practical output voltage
and desired reference sinusoid later. According to Table II, the
overall relationship between and is described by the
block diagram as shown in Fig. 9, and then using (7) and (10), the
formulation between them can be derived as

(28)

where ,
in which are static operating signals, and

represent dynamic small signals. Based on (28), these relation-
ships for static operating points/dynamic small signals are

(29a)

(29b)

where the trans-conductance of MOSFET is denoted by
. So, the static/dynamic closed-loop

control of QSC inverter can be suggested as follows. 1) For
operating signal view of static control, according to (11a),
the static output voltage is linearly regulated by control
current , which is nonlinearly adjusted by control voltage

as (29a). So, a nonlinear compensator is employed and
presented as shown in Fig. 10, and then it is able to produce

suitably for making output closed to reference .
2) For small signal view of dynamic control, according to
(14), the dynamic output voltage is linearly regulated by
dynamic control current , which is also linearly adjusted
by dynamic control voltage as (29b). So, a low-pass linear
controller is adopted and suggested as shown in Fig. 11, in
which a series proportional gain is designed mainly for the
compensation of the tracking error. Besides, there is a low-pass
filter employed in the controller, and it is designed mainly
for avoiding the possible high frequency noises, and thus, its
cut-off frequency can be suitably assigned according to the
frequency band of noises.

Finally, the stability of QSC inverter is discussed. From (21),
if load is much larger than parasitic resistors ,
then power efficiency becomes quite closed to 78.5%. Basi-
cally, the requirement of

is reasonable and desired for better performance (Assume
that load is about in -level, and parasitic are
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Fig. 11. Block diagram for dynamic analysis.

Fig. 12. Reference and output waveforms for THD analysis.

about in -level). By combining (14) with this assumption,
the second-order model can be reduced approximately into

(30a)

(30b)

where is the pole of the first-order model, and it also
represents the dominant pole of the second-order QSC inverter.
Since the dominant pole is located in the left half s-plane, it is
obvious that the open-loop QSC inverter is locally stable. Since
the variation of static operating point will not directly af-
fect the dominant pole, the result almost ensures the global sta-
bility theoretically. So, it is an important one of advantages that
inverter has an inherent good stability.

E. Total Harmonic Distortion of QSC Inverter

Fig. 12 shows the theoretical waveforms of reference input
and practical output for QSC inverter. The reference input is
a standard sinusoidal, denoted by ,
and it also represents the desired output of QSC inverter. But,

the practical output is shown as the bold real line of Fig. 12,
which is almost similar to staircase waveform with discharging
decay in each of time duration (For explanation simplification,
the number of time duration is temporarily taken by in
Fig. 12). In the figure, are exactly the initial
values of discharging voltages for each of discharging time dura-
tion, and besides, they also represent the final values of charging
voltages for each of charging time duration. Here, according to
Fig. 12, these voltages are described
and selected as

(31)

where holds due to the cycle waveform. Thus,
based on (31), the practical output voltage waveform of QSC
inverter can be described by

(32)
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Fig. 13. Overall inverter circuit in PSPICE.

where , and
is a pulse function with time duration . Next, the Fourier

analysis of the practical output is derived, and its analytic
details are given in the Appendix. According to the result in
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Appendix, the Fourier analysis of output of inverter can
be expressed as

(33)

where

(34a)

(34b)

(34c)

Using the THD definition and combining with (33), the THD
of QSC boost dc–ac inverter can be described by

(35)

If the number of time duration is selected quite large, then
the approximation can be made as (36) (the approximation is
satisfied when is larger than 10). In fact, is usually much
larger than 10 because is employed.

(36)

By applying (36) into (35), the THD is derived as

(37)

Here, it is obvious that THD can be improved with increasing
the number of time duration . If the desired tolerant THD
value and output frequency are specified, based on
(1) and (37), then the theoretical lower bound of switching fre-
quency can be suggested as

(38)

If is required lower, then the higher switching frequency
must be needed.

V. EXAMPLE OF QSC BOOST DC–AC INVERTER

In this section, a six-stage QSC boost dc–ac inverter
is made in circuit layout and simulated by PSPICE, and then the
result shows the efficacy of the proposed inverter configuration.
The main function of the dc–ac inverter is to convert dc source

TABLE III
COMPONENT PARAMETERS OF QSC BOOST DC–AC INVERTER.

(25 V) into ac output (100 Hz, 100 V, rms, peak voltage
140 V) for supplying the standard load (300 ). Based on
the basic specifications, PSPICE tool (OrCAD v9.0) is em-
ployed for circuit design of the closed-loop QSC boost dc–ac
inverter system, and then the overall inverter circuit is shown in
Fig. 13. In this figure, T1 and T2 are a group of antiphase square
waveform sources with switching frequency of 1 MHz for
the basic antiphase operation of cells A and B. In addition,
symbols AP1, AS1, BP1, BS1, SA1, SB1, AP2, AS2, BP2,
BS2, SA2, SB2 represent the control signals of CMOS-TG
in inverter, and they are cyclically generated by T1 and T2 in
accordance with the timing operation as Fig. 8. For realizing
the QSC current-mode control, four control voltages Vcon AP,
Vcon AN, Vcon BP, Vcon BN are generated by combining
T1/T2 and positive/negative half-sinusoidal comparators. The
gain is designed for the tracking error compensation, and it
is taken by 10 here. The low-pass filter is designed for avoiding
the possible high frequency noises, and its cut-off frequency

is taken by 5000 rad/s here. All component parameters of
QSC inverter adopted are listed in Table III. Now, based on the
inverter of Fig. 13, the simulations will be discussed for some
cases, including: 1) steady-state ac output, power conversion
efficiency, and output ripple percentage; 2) transient response
of the regulated inverter for load variation; 3) a practical capaci-
tive EL lamp; and 4) power efficiency, output ripple percentage,
and THD for various loads.

First, the steady-state ac output voltage versus time is sim-
ulated for some different loads, and all the results are shown
in Fig. 14(a)–(c). Fig. 14(a) shows the ac output waveform for
supplying the standard load of 300 , and the results about
steady-state efficiency, maximum ripple percentage, and setting
time are obtained as: %

%, and ms. Similarly, Fig. 14(b)/(c) shows the
ac output waveform for supplying the load of ,
and the steady-state efficiency and maximum ripple percentage
are also obtained as: % %

% %. So, the higher ac output can be suc-
cessfully realized from the lower dc source by using the QSC
inverter proposed. Comparing these results, it is observed that
the ripple percentage becomes slightly larger/smaller when the
load is heavier

. These above results show that the inverter has pretty
good steady-state performances.

Secondly, the transient response of the regulated inverter for
load variation will be discussed. Since it is possible that the load
is unexpectedly increased/decreased, the regulation capability
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Fig. 14. ac output for load resistor of: (a) 300 
, (b) 210 
, and (c) 390 
.

of the inverter must be considered and emphasized. Here, it is as-
sumed that the load keeps on 300 normally, and the same
load is added at 7 ms and connected in parallel with the output
terminals, and then the added load is removed away at 11 ms.
In other words, the load is double heavier from 7 to 11 ms.

Fig. 15(a) shows the overall output waveform versus time, and
it is obvious that the output is still tracking reference sinusoidal
no matter when the extra load is added in or removed away. Fur-
thermore, to focus on the time of increasing/decreasing load, the
graphics of output waveform is enlarged as
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Fig. 15. (a) Transient regulation for load variation. (b) While adding the same load at 7 ms. (c) While removing the added load at 11 ms.

shown in Fig. 15(b)/(c), in which the output is tracking ref-
erence after passing a short setting time of 0.7 ms (7.0–7.7
ms/11.0–11.7 ms). The results show that the inverter has a pretty
good transient regulation capability.

Thirdly, a capacitive load, EL lamp, is simulated and oper-
ated at different output frequencies. The equivalent circuit of

the 5-in EL lamp (100–1000 Hz, 100–120 V, rms) is shown
as in Fig. 16. Exactly, due to the single directional input cur-
rents at source terminals, the proposed circuit can not take the
power back to the sources. But, the proposed inverter has two
CMOS-TG connected between and cells .
Due to complimentary operation of , at least one of them
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Fig. 16. Equivalent circuit of 5 in EL lamp.

is turned on as a bidirectional switch at any time duration, and
then it provides a bidirectional energy switching channel. So,
when the load is capacitive or inductive, all the capacitors in
cells A or B can be treated as energy buffers/tanks. So, the pro-
posed inverter could handle as the capacitive/inductive load is
not too heavy. Here, a practical capacitive EL lamp is operated
at different output frequencies (400 Hz/800 Hz), and the outputs
are given in Fig. 17(a) and (b).

Finally, the power efficiency, output ripple percentage, and
total harmonic distortion are simulated for different loads. For
different load resistors with range of 30 –570 , the power
efficiency, output ripple and THD of the proposed inverter are
simulated as shown in Fig. 18(a)–(c), respectively. In Fig. 18(a),
it is obvious that the power efficiency for load resistors of 120

–480 can be higher than 70%. In Fig. 18(b), the ripple per-
centage for load resistors of 120 –570 is lower than 9%. In
Fig. 18(c), the THD for load resistors of 150 –570 is lower
than 8.45%. These results show that it has good performances
for wide-range loading.

VI. CONCLUSION

A multistage power CMOS-TG QSC boost dc–ac inverter
is presented and integrated with a boost dc–dc converter for a
step-up application with ac or dc load, for example, EL lamp.
In this paper, using CMOS-TG as a bidirectional switch, the
various topologies can be integrated in the same circuit config-
uration for achieving two functions: boosting and alternating.
Finally, a six-stage QSC boost dc–ac inverter is simulated by
PSPICE tool, and the results are illustrated to show the efficacy
of the proposed inverter.

The following advantages of the proposed scheme are in-
volved. 1) Since all elements in the inverter only contain MOS-
FETs and capacitors, such the uniform is helpful to IC fab-
rication. 2) Since QSC technique is adopted, input current is
continuous, so EMI problem is much improved. 3) By using
CMOS-TG as a bidirectional switch, it is much helpful to in-
tegrate both dc–ac and dc–dc functions in one unified configu-
ration. 4) The turn-on resistance of power-level CMOS is pretty
small, so it could get higher efficiency. 5) The CMOS gate is op-
erated at high frequency, so the lower output ripple percentage
can be expected. 6) Due to QSC current-mode control, source
variation will not make immediate response on output voltage
and current. So, it has good output robustness against source
variation or noise. 7) Since the duty cycle is fixed at 0.5, such a
constant duty cycle is much useful to model formulation, con-

trol design and theoretical analysis, even to fault detection and
isolation (FDI) design [20]–[22] in the future. 8) Since the dom-
inant pole is located in the left half s-plane, it is obvious that
the open-loop QSC inverter is locally stable. Thus, the circuit
scheme has an inherent good stability. However, the power loss
still exists, and it results in heat problem. So, both the high-
voltage high-power semiconductors and the extra thermal man-
agement devices are considered for protection of inverter circuit.
It will be the future aim to figure out the higher power efficiency
scheme for IC fabrication.

APPENDIX

FOURIER ANALYSIS OF OUTPUT

The time duration is reasonably assumed much smaller
than the discharging time constant as the high
switching frequency is selected. So, the exponential term of
(32) can be approximated by the first-order Taylor’s series as

(39)

By substituting (39) into (32), is divided into two parts

(40a)

(41a)

(41b)

where is a complete staircase sinusoidal term, and is a
linear discharging decay term.

Fourier Lemma: If there exists discontinuous points
on for periodic odd function and its

derivative ( is assumed), then Fourier series of
can be

(41a)

(41b)

where

(42a)

(42b)

• Fourier analysis of complete staircase sinusoidal term
:
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Fig. 17. EL lamp. (a) At 400 Hz, 100 V, rms. (b) At 800 Hz, 100 V, rms.

Due to complete staircase waveform of , the Fourier
coefficients can be estimated just by , so

(43)

where the Fourier coefficients of can be estimated by
using Fourier Lemma as

(44)

By combining (43) and (44), the Fourier series of can
be

(45)

• Fourier series of linear discharging decay term :
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Fig. 18. (a) Power efficiency for different loads. (b) Output ripple percentage
for different loads. (c) Total harmonic distortion for different loads.

Due to linear discharging decay term of , the Fourier
coefficients are estimated by and , so

(46)

(47a)

(47b)

By applying Fourier lemma, the Fourier coefficients of are

(48)

According to discrete orthogonal property, ones can obtain

(49a)

(49b)

By employing (49), the Fourier coefficients of can be

(50)
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By substituting (50) into (46), the Fourier series of can be

(51)

Finally, by combining (45) and (51), the Fourier analysis of
the practical output of QSC inverter can be derived as

(52)

(53a)

(53b)
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